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1. Basic Philosophy

Because of advances in information technology and a wider
choice of financial institutions and products available to clients,
financial institutions now face cut-throat competition. In this situ-
ation, the top priority for financial institutions is to enhance cus-
tomer satisfaction (CS) and adopt the client-first approach. 

Based on its recognition that customer satisfaction should be
the ultimate yardstick by which to measure the performance of our
businesses, Sumitomo Trust is making efforts in activities to pro-
mote customer satisfaction throughout the institution and across
all businesses to become the “CS No.1” financial institution. 

Promotion of customer satisfaction is the most fundamental
element of our business management, which is based on the princi-
ple of “providing the best solution to every client in a conscientious
manner from the client’s standpoint and with supreme loyalty and
sincerity, which represents the philosophy of the trust service.” We
believe that we will enhance customer satisfaction by making high
value-added proposals that satisfy their needs, achieved through the
combination of all of our available functions. 

2. Putting This Philosophy into Practice

(1) Company-wide Efforts to 
Enhance Customer Satisfaction
We established the Customer Satisfaction Promotion

Department in June 2007. The Department organized a “CS Forum,”
where representatives of various branches and departments announced
the results of their efforts to enhance customer satisfaction. About 150
company executives and employees, including the President and
CEO, exchanged views on enhancing customer satisfaction. 

We provided training to help staff better handle client consul-
tations and complaints, and strengthened efforts to encourage
employees to make proposals for improving products and services.
Last fiscal year, we operated a company-wide “Voice of Clients
Portal” system to analyze client feedback and, based on the opin-
ions of clients, made improvements at the head office and branch-
es. We publicize the results of improvements at our branches and
on our website. We will make the “Voice of Clients” the starting
point for enhanced speed and quality of improvements.

(2) Customer Satisfaction Monitoring Survey for 
Retail Clients
The Retail Business Planning and Promotion Department has

been conducting a customer satisfaction monitoring survey for
retail clients every year since 2006 for the purpose of increasing
customer satisfaction.

The monitoring survey is conducted in the form of group dis-
cussions to hear feedback directly from clients, in addition to send-
ing out questionnaires to clients by mail. In this way, we are
working to improve our services and operations based on the client
feedback obtained through the surveys and questionnaires. 

(3) Website Renewal
The Direct Banking and Marketing Department has updated

the “Frequently Asked Questions” page in order to reduce our
clients’ need to make telephone inquiries. 

Specifically, we revised the questions, our responses, and the
page layout after analyzing records of inquiries received from
clients by phone. Our aim is to make readily available the answers
to our clients’ most pressing questions. Moreover, in order to fur-
ther improve our website, we have posted a multiple-choice ques-
tionnaire to find out from clients whether they have found this
information useful.
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The top page of “Efforts to improve our services based on client feedback”
http://www.sumitomotrust.co.jp/about-us/cs/04.html




